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Solomon Wilkins is an author, keynote speaker, workshop facilitator and the 
Founder of Global Diversity Programs, LLC, and the Diversity Leaders Podcast. 

A native of Oakland, California, Solomon is on a mission to unify the world through conversation. He understands that that’s a bold idea, 
but it’s going to take a bold idea and bold action to unify our world! Solomon has spent the past 15 years in leadership positions in 

corporate America, and he’s used his corporate experience and his master’s degree in Organizational Leadership to help organizations 
engage employees in courageous conversations and diversity dialogues that increase engagement, retention and profitability! 

 
He’s worked for and consulted with some of the biggest brands in the world, including Target, Amazon, Kaiser Permanente, Bank of 

America, the University of California, Berkeley, Western Digital, Synopsys, Cintas, TEDx and more…
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KEYNOTES AND WORKSHOPS

HOW TO TALK ABOUT 
RACE AT WORK

CURATING CORPORATE CULTURE

ACTION ORIENTED EQUITY
INVESTIGATING INTERSECTIONALITY 

AND UNPACKING UNCONSCIOUS BIAS

WHY DIVERSITY MATTERS
TO YOUR BOTTOMLINE

BLACK HISTORY MONTH AND 
JUNETEENTH CELEBRATIONS
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All programs are designed to engage, inspire, and empower your organization.

WANT MORE INFO? 
 

SCAN HERE TO VIEW MORE IN-DEPTH 
DESCRIPTIONS OF EACH SESSION.

Help leaders understand their “why” related to diversity, 
equity, inclusion & belonging. We take leaders on a 
journey of self-awareness and reflection, which helps 
them identify how their biases impacts their ability to 
lead employees from different backgrounds.

Leverage diversity to increase employee 
engagement, retention, and company 
profitability.

Create a culture of inclusion & belonging 
where leaders and employees feel engaged 
and connected to the company’s mission, 
vision, and values.

Implement, sustain, and scale global 
diversity programs that include internal 
and external best practices.

Understand and implement the H.E.A.R.T framework 
for engaging in challenging conversations about the 
intersectionality of diversity.

Understand how organizational culture impacts 
employee well-being and psychological safety.

Help leaders and employees learn how to 
identify and mitigate the.ir individual biases

Feel confident enough to engage 
employees in conversations about race 
and gender.

Improve awareness of diversity and 
inclusion in the workplace.

Solomon will inspire and empower your organization to…
AUDIENCE OUTCOMES

And much more!



"Solomon is unique in that he is clearly an ID&E subject matter expert, deeply passionate about helping others, and he 
is tremendously skilled as a presenter. This intersection of skills, knowledge and passion makes Solomon incredibly 

effective and powerful as an ID&E professional and speaker. I have to say though, what is inspirational about Solomon 
is his passion for helping employees feel like they belong and who they are does matter. When the dust settles it is 

about helping people however you can, and there aren't too many people better at this than Solomon Wilkins!"

ORGANIZATION SUPPORT
Black History Month and Juneteenth Celebrations – Every year, organizations struggle with how to acknowledge and celebrate Black History 
Month and Juneteenth. More importantly, they struggle with how to amplify the voices and experiences of their Black employees, and how to

make sure all employees feel included. Black History Month and Juneteenth are opportunities for organizations to engage all employees, 
because both are a part of American history, not just Black history! If you’re looking for a dynamic and engaging speaker who understands how 

to engage and inspire action, look no further than Solomon Wilkins!

Spent 20+ years as a diversity executive for Microsoft, Starbucks, Avanade, and Amazon. 
He’s now the founder and Chief Inclusion & Diversity Officer for Eddie Pate Consulting. 

- EDDIE PATE

ERG Leadership Development - Solomon's experience designing frameworks for Employee Resource Groups dates back to his time 
at Amazon where he wrote the white paper and introduced the strategy that launched Affinity Groups across Amazon's Worldwide 

Operations organization. He was also on the Board of Directors for Amazon's Black Employee Network (BEN)! As the years have 
progressed, Solomon has designed, developed and implemented his "The 6Ps of Successful ERGs" framework across multiple 

fortune 500 organizations and he'd love to partner with your organization next! 

To partner with Solomon on Black History Month/Juneteenth or ERG Leadership Development, click here to contact us.

BELOW ARE A FEW OF THE ORGANIZATIONS SOLOMON HAS WORKED FOR AND/OR CONSULTED WITH: 



"Solomon is a master facilitator and inspired storyteller. He fearlessly 
explores ideas with teams creating breakthrough thinking for diversity and 

inclusion initiatives. It’s such a joy to see Solomon emerge as a purpose 
driven leader driving meaningful DEI change at scale.”

Advisor | Crohn’s & Colitis Cure Seeker | Global Talent Executive

- SEAN KELLY

“Solomon has the skills and experience to influence and enact change in 
the DEI space in any organization. Any company would be lucky to have 

someone with such great intellect, skills and experience.”

Global Head, Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 
Facilitator | Speaker

- ADE MORTON

Hosted by Solomon Wilkins, an award-winning diversity executive and consultant, this 
podcast features true stories from industry thought leaders, including corporate 
executives and CEOs where they share their perspectives on what organizations can do 
to curate cultures that advocate for and support Diversity, Equity, Inclusion & Belonging. 

If you are interested in being a guest, or subscribing to the podcast visit, 
thediversityleaderspodcast.com.

GET IN TOUCH:
INFORMATION@SOLOMONWILKINS.COM 

SOLOMON WILKINS

@THESOLOMONWILKINS

SOLOMONWILKINS.COM

"I look forward to your 
partnership!"

-SOLOMON WILKINS
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